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s a glance at the first page 
will show, there have been 

some recent changes to the 
structure of our committee. Roger 

has resigned as Membership Secretary 
but will continue to co-ordinate the 

production of our calendar, the 2016 
edition being now available, with proceeds 

continuing to fund the upkeep of the St-Omer memorial. 
Andy has relinquished the chair of the Committee and taken 
over as Membership Secretary, a logical step as the move to 
online subscription involves his other role of Webmaster. 
The chair has, temporarily, been taken over by our President, 
Peter Dye, until a new Chairman is recruited.

Nostalgia
I never cease to be amazed at the craftsmanship 
demonstrated by those who create accurate reproductions 
of WWI aeroplanes. In this country, we’re fortunate to have 
the machines sent over from New Zealand and now two 
new machines have been on show, one a replica, the other a 
genuine airframe. The Bristol Scout C replica, built by David 
and Rick Bremner and Theo Willford, finally flew on 11 July. 
Photographs can be found on the website www.bristolscout.
wordpress.com and what a pretty machine it is. Sopwith Pup 
B1807, whose remains were discovered in 1973, is approaching 
completion and has been on show near Bristol during 
August. What makes this one special is that it is a Mono Pup, 
complete with the ribbed cowling used on that variant. Once 
covered, the airframe will be painted in the machine’s post-
war guise, as G-EAVX. It will be certainly interesting to see 
and hear this machine when it finally takes to the air.

Journal Matters
I apologise for the slightly late arrival of CCI 46/2. The delay 
was due to the fact that there were some last minute revisions 
and additions to make and we missed our initial slot with 
Warwick Printing.

This issue, hopefully, contains a balance of articles, covering 
human, technical and operational subjects and incorporates 
foreign, as well as British, themes. The quality of material 
received never ceases to amaze me and that is reflected in a 
very favourable review of the journal that appeared in The 
Aviation Historian – the final sentence of which was … content 
is king.

Mike Kelsey is rapidly becoming the authority on the British 
air war in Macedonia and so his Mission to Monastir should 

be essential reading for anyone interested in that theatre 
of operations. His article provides an interesting insight 
into British co-operation with the French air service and 
the interchange of machines, particularly the RFC’s loan of 
Nieuport scouts and a solitary Spad S.VII. It also highlights yet 
another variation of the RAF4a powered ‘AW12’.

I wanted a front cover illustration that related to one of this 
issue’s articles. 47 Squadron was one of the few units to use 
the Vickers FB.19 Mk.II operationally and the type features 
in Mike Kelsey’s article. I remembered a Phil Jarrett feature in 
Aeroplane Monthly a few years ago that provided background 
information on a delightful FB.19 painting in his possession 
and Phil generously agreed to let us have it as a cover painting.

Paul Leaman’s seaplane Atlas series continues with the 
Zeppelin Lindau machines. The series is working its way to 
completion and the end product should provide just about 
everything anyone should need to know about the subject.

Similarly the Gazetteer of Flying Sites has just about run 
its course, with the final text, photographs and site plans 
appearing in this issue. The Ordnance Survey maps are 
running slight out of sync and so the final colour insert will 
appear in 46/4.

Kevin Kelly’s Tale of a Twenty shows that it is possible to 
compile an almost complete record of an individual machine’s 
service history. The Nieuport two-seaters possibly didn’t 
receive as much attention as they could have in our Monograph 
and so I’ve taken the opportunity to include a large selection 
of photographs of both Type 12s and Type 20s in RFC service. 
The serial listings for these types has been updated since the 
monograph was published and they, therefore, provide the 
information for this issue’s Logbook. To complete the picture, 
I’ve also included drawings of the variations in both Type 
12s and Type 20s in RFC service, with the details of A6742’s 
modifications being hitherto unremarked.

Pietro Lando’s recent book Le Ali di Venezia is included in 
this issue’s Bookshelf and its publication in Italian may cause 
problems for our, mainly, English-speaking membership. I 
was pleased, therefore, when Pietro contacted me and offered 
an English version of the history of early flying in Venice, 
using material and photographs culled from the book. The 
article offers something different to our usual content.

The second part of the 1915 BEF material is included and 
shows the beginnings of the RFC’s expansion as well as the 
beginnings of standardisation on new types, such as the BE2c, 
FE2a and Vickers FB5.

Stewart Taylor’s biography of Harold Oaks provides insight 
to life on a Bristol Fighter squadron and includes a lot of 
extra information about other members of 48 Squadron. The 
lengthy manuscript was too large for a single journal issue and 
so the story will be concluded in CCI 46/4.

In addition, the next issue will include two features that I 
couldn’t squeeze into this journal; Paul Hare’s examination of 
the quest for inherent stability, highlighting the influence of 
the Alsomitra Macrocarpa seed, plus the history of, and recent 
archaeological work at, RAF Elmswell.

The major feature will be Ian Burns’ history of the Aden 
Flight, with rare images of the machines operated, BE2cs and 
HF F.27s, and the Atlas series will cover the AGO seaplanes.

Seaplanes and flying boats seem to be attracting the interest 
of researchers and I’ve two major articles on the subjects, 
detailed studies of the Short 166 and the Fairey N.4. Also 
ready is a delightful feature on the Cowper Coles Company, 
which manufactured airframe components during the Great 
War and had a revolutionary aeroplane design. The article 
includes a good selection of photographs which show the 
manufacturing processes. Stewart’s next subject will be a 
Sopwith Triplane pilot, E.W. Desbarats of 1N Squadron, and 
there’s also a history of the 3rd Balloon Company USAS, 
which is largely photographic. Mick Davis
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